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Topical Importance: despite the intensive development of Internet communication,
the linguistic characteristics of this type of communication have not yet become
the subject of basic research and need to be systematized and comprehensively
analyzed.
Goals: identify and describe the specific language of the Internet - communication
users of WhatsApp Internet chat in Spanish.
Tasks:
- define the Internet as a communication medium;
- describe the main characteristics of Internet discourse;
- classify Internet communication language genres;
- characterize spanish social media chats;
- to consider the characteristic features of style in communication in Spanish on the
Internet;
- identify spelling, lexical, grammatical, morphological, semantic and stylistic
features of the network language in the WhatsApp chat;
- creating an online site with lexical units and recommendations for using Spanish
in chat rooms.
Theoretical value: consists in a significant contribution to the theory of
communication in connection with an in-depth study of current trends in the
language of Internet communication among Spanish users. In addition, the work
makes a significant contribution to Russian Spanish studies, since it explores the

national features of Internet communication and the features of the methods for
representing the Spanish network text, reflecting the peculiarity of national
linguistic consciousness.
Practical applicability: consists in the possibility of using the results in courses on
modern types of communication, in lectures and practical classes in the Spanish
language, in theoretical courses in stylistics, as well as in special courses in the
theory and practice of intercultural communication, theory of teaching methods.
Results: the final result of our work was the creation of guidelines for writing short
messages in Spanish-language chat rooms, as well as a website containing
recommendations and all collected lexical units with translation into Russian.
Implementation advice: it is recommended to use the data obtained, including
empirical material obtained on the basis of a sample of WhatsApp Spanishlanguage chat rooms, for organizing the educational process and for independent
study of the Spanish language. The work can serve as a methodological basis for
developing measures to prevent youth illiteracy.

